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QUESTION: If you answered “YES” to the question “Do 
you support a change in BPS governance to allow Boston 
voters the right to elect school committee members, like 
every other city in Massachusetts? 
Please describe the model you would suggest.

AT LARGE 

Domingos DaRosa 
An elected board, the chair of the education committee also has a seat at the table, this body is 
to work with the PTAs from each school to ensure all needs are met. 

Annissa Essaibi-George 
Answered “No” to this Question, please see full responses on “No” document. 

Michael F Flaherty 
I continue to support an elected school committee, which is consistent with my belief in holding 
committee members accountable to our school system's end-users: Boston's schoolchildren and 
their parents/guardians. I believe Boston is a dramatically different city from the one that put 
divisive racial politics at the heart of the elected school committee process in the 1970s and 
1980s. While a hybrid committee now appeals to some as a compromise measure, I believe that 
Boston voters can and should be trusted to exercise good judgment in the best interests of their 
children and grandchildren. Core to my belief in matters of improving Boston's public schools is 
greater autonomy - and with it, greater accountability to parents and students. 

Priscilla E Flint-Banks 
Fully Elected. with the same make up of the Boston City Council, 9 district and 4 At-Large. 

David Halbert 
I propose a seven member hybrid school committee: 

• Two members appointed by the Mayor (with one being the student member, who
would remain directly selected by BPS students);Two appointed by the City Council, one
by the Council President and the other being the Education Chair (or their designee);
Three directly elected by Boston voters, with new school committee districts
corresponding to combinations of City Council districts 1-3, 4-6, & 7-9.This model
preserves accountability for the Mayor, adds direct accountability for the City Council,
and gives communities agency & authority in the governance of Boston schools. Further,
with no segment having a majority, it promotes dialogue and compromise to move an
agenda forward.
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William A King 
I support an elected school committee. We are always quick to tell parents that they are not 
involved enough in their children's education but we as a city restrict how they can get involved. 
We are quick to label teachers as bad and not caring but we restrict what they can do in the  

classroom and limit their resources. If we had an elected school committee parent's would feel 
more invested because they have power and responsibility to put the right people on the board. 
Teachers would have the ability to elect people that will let them teach to the student and not 
to a test. 

Julia Mejia 
I support an elected school committee. 

Alejandra Nicole St. Guillen 
I support changing in the governance structure of the Boston Public Schools, including the 
return to an elected School Committee or a hybrid model which allows the Superintendent and 
the School Committee full authority in making all BPS decisions. 

Michelle Wu 
Answered “No” to this Question, please see full responses on “No” document. 

DISTRICT ONE 

Lydia Marie Edwards 
I am open to either an all-elected school committee with voting student members or a hybrid 
elected and appointed committee with voting student members 

DISTRICT TWO 

Edward M Flynn 
I believe that it is critical that we have school committee members that are representatives of 
our residents. I believe that community voice should be at the center of how city makes its 
decisions, and school issues are critical areas where community input should be at the forefront. 
I think there is room for improvements for the current structure of the school committee. I’m 
open to conversations about structure changes that would enhance student experience and 
improve the process of community input on decisions on BPS, including an elected School 
Committee by residents.  
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DISTRICT FIVE 

Ricardo Arroyo 
I believe that the ultimate form should be decided in partnership with community and would 
support a hybrid or elected model. An appointed model with a different appointment process 
that ensures transparency, independence and accountability would also have my support. As it 
is currently selected and operated however is unacceptable. 

Cecily Leticia Graham 
I support the democratic process of having school committee candidates pull nomination papers 
to collect signatures in order to qualify for the ballot in every municipal election to show 
community support. Once qualified, candidates can then campaign in order to be elected to the 
committee. 

Justin Matthew Murad 
I would propose every election cycle that the voters vote for City Council mayor and school 
board committee every 4 years 

Alkia T Powell 
No response to this question. 

Jean-Claude Sanon 
An elected School Committee Members, voted by the people and having a responsibility to the 
people. 

Mimi E Turchinetz 
The current structure of the school committee lacks direct accountability and transparency. An 
elected school committee would be a step forward in addressing these concerns, therefore, I 
support either a hybrid or fully elected school committee. Finally, I am a proponent of 
community driven change, and would work to ensure the teachers’ unions, students and 
parents are all involved in the process of making changes to the school committee structure. 

DISTRICT SIX 

Matt O’Malley 
I have long since advocated for a hybrid elected and appointed school committee model. 
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DISTRICT SEVEN 

Kim Janey 
I would suggest a more democratic model that gives a voice to teachers, parents and students in 
selecting school committee members that represent their values on education. I think it is very 
important to have accountability, to parents and students, as well as the Mayor. I support 
adding elected members, and I think we need to seriously explore a hybrid model for Boston. 
Additionally, I support adding another student member and student members should be voting 
members. 

DISTRICT EIGHT 

Priscilla Kenzie Bok 
(See below; although I answered 'no', I do favor charter reform in regard to how the school 
committee is selected.) 

Montez David Haywood 
I would suggest the school board be transitioned to a 5 member board with a mix of elected 
officials and appointed educational professionals. I would suggest three members of the board 
be elected officials with a 2 year term and 2 educational professionals. 1 is appointed by the 
Mayor and the other by a simple majority vote of the City Council. 

Kristen Mobilia 
We should rethink the appointed model as it has not been allowing for full representation of 
students and their families. It may be time to move back to an elected model (as is the case for 
all other Massachusetts school districts) or move to a hybrid model (4 elected and 3 appointed). 
However, I am concerned that an expensive campaigning process would result in a de facto 
appointment situation. The goal is to have a free-thinking, unbiased school committee that 
relies on objective data and a wide and inclusive perspective. We need committed and 
responsible residents who are practical thinkers but also ones who have the pulse on the 
extended community. We need to be sure that the underrepresented are represented. Right 
now student and family voices are not being fully included in the conversation. The most recent 
example was the choice of the current superintendent as public meeting times were 
inconvenient, no childcare was provided to attend, and key parent organizations were left out of 
the process. Change needs to be made as there doesn’t seem to be the necessary accountability 
and transparency with the current appointed school committee.  
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Also, regarding the BSAC's participation in the school committee, I support the student 
committee having one vote as long as there is full representation of all BPS students. There 
needs to be transparency and accountability to earn and retain that vote. 

Helene Vincent 
I support an elected school committee. As the only city in all of Massachusetts that doesn’t have 
an elected school committee, Boston residents’ democratic right to representation is being 
infringed upon. I know that Boston’s school committee history is fraught with tension, but I also 
believe we have truly reached the point where we should return to elected representation. As 
an appointed body, School Committee members serve at the behest of the mayor, which makes 
members accountable to the mayor rather than to BPS families and students or to the general 
public.I applaud Councilor Annissa Essaibi-George for holding a hearing on this topic and look 
forward to more discussion. 

DISTRICT NINE 

Jonathan Lamar Allen 
I suggest a committee model comprising of nine elected members each representing one of the 
nine municipal districts. 

Brandon David Bowser 
I support the Boston School Committee becoming an elected body, but we need to make sure 
that it is reflective of the diversity of the city. It is important to democratize this body, and 
ensure that students, educators, and families always have a seat at the table. When we talk 
about elections, we need to make sure that there is not a financial barrier holding back certain 
candidates. In short, there should be permanent seats for students, and parents. Elections 
should not go to the person with the most money in their campaign accounts. 

Liz A Breadon 
I support a neighborhood-based system of representation and a board that includes student and 
teacher representation (more than one of each). 

Daniel J Daly 
The elected school committee used to be a cronyist position where those elected would become 
entrenched in office eternally and rarely responsive to city concerns, which is why Mayor 
Menino moved towards an appointed one. However, our neighborhoods and residents are more 
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diverse and politically involved than they were back then, and we should therefore allow for our 
residents to exercise their democratic right as much as possible.  

I think that ideally the elected school committee would elect representatives from each section 
of the city, and that the candidates would be required to have some connection to BPS or 
educational experience, so that people do not run for the office for the sake of running for the 
office. 

Lee Nave Jr 
I would suggest a full elected school model with the following requirements: two student 
members, elected by their peers; and two caregiver seats on the committee, elected by other 
BPS student’s caregivers. In addition, the student seats would have full voting power. And the 
remaining five members I would be elected through an open democratic process, where any 
Boston citizen of voting age can elect school committee members. I would work to ensure there 
were strict campaign financing limits and no corporate PAC (i.e. Charter School interest groups) 
influence allowed. 

Amanda Gail Smart 
Answered “No” to this Question, please see full responses on “No” document. 


